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You buy a house in a well-established, yet rundown and, by reputation, dangerous, neighbourhood. You 

clean up the house, tidy the lawn, grow a garden, and rebuild the fence. In part, this is a message to the 

community. Even if those around you don’t respect boundaries, ideas of private property, nor obvious 

standards of common decency, you do – and you won’t tolerate anything less in return. 

It’s not easy. Immediately you bump into problems. People jump your fence, walk across your garden, 

trample over your plants, they vandalise your renovated house. Some of these people are oblivious to 

their poor behaviour, some do it as a conscious effort to intimidate you out of your principles, and 

frighten you back into accepting the status quo.  

But you expected resistance. Mindsets change slowly, habits – often unconscious – slower still. But you 

are making a stand for something important, something that if compromised on would make you feel 

reduced as a person. Your position is well-reasoned, carefully considered, and you are sure that history 

is on your side – that the stance you are taking will soon become the norm. 

You extend the house, and welcome like-minded people to rent the extra rooms. Now you feel more 

responsible, more protective – it’s not just about you anymore. Whereas before you would have been 

willing to pick your battles, now every small infraction seems significant. And instead of a gentle, 

educating rebuke, now such tactics feel cowed and meek – like appeasement itself.  

You build a bigger fence, and buy a dog. You train it to be aggressive – snapping reflexively at anyone 

still unwilling to respect the boundaries of your property. After all, you can’t always be there to do the 

job yourself, and the people in the house need your support. They are not all as strong as you. 

The dog does its job. For the most part, the trespassing, the vandalising, and the antisocial behaviour 

comes to an end. But not entirely. There are some hold-outs in the community – people who won’t see 

reason. And increasingly these people seem dangerous – that from them, old habits might re-establish, 

and all your hard work could be lost. 

Fearful of this, you search for smaller-and-smaller infractions, and obsess over them with a renewed 

energy. You are increasingly aware, and cautious of, micro-behaviours that might indicate an underlying 

hostility. You train the dog to recognise these too. The more things improve, the more closely you 

search. 

You further expand your yard, and let the dog roam free. Increasingly aggressive – desperate to protect 

the house – it now barks pre-emptively at anyone who merely walks near the fence-line. Scared of the 

dog, and always on eggshells in its presence, close friends, people that once came around for dinner, 

who supported your stance, and stood by your side, stop visiting.  

Consumed by the idea of protecting the house, the dog begins searching evermore desperately for 

potential enemies. It begins to turn its attention inward. Every sniff of unease, doubt, or argument 

inside the house, is ended by the dog’s bite; terrorising either party out onto the street with the same 

practiced savagery that it was once taught – never to be allowed back in.  

It creeps up on you slowly, but eventually, you are, once again, alone inside the house. Just you, your 

principles, and the dog. It catches your glance and jumps to its feet. Stepping forward closer to your 

face, ears erect, it tilts its head to the side trying to get a read on you. It pauses… then it begins to growl. 


